What is GroupLoops?

We make collaborative music composition software.

http://grouploopsinfo.com

What is "Drum Stick"?

"Drum Stick", the prototype of our first iPhone OS application, turns the iPhone into a... drum stick.

The user assigns three rhythm sounds to three gestures: left, up, and down. Make a sequence of gestures to perform a rhythm.

By playing with friends, users expand beyond the auditory range of a traditional drum kit with natural and electronic sounds.
Gestures: X-Axis

- Gesture left: Sound plays in slot 1.
- Gesture right: Sound plays in slot 3.
Gestures: Y-Axis

Gesture down: Sound plays in slot 2.
Feedback

1. Visual
2. Haptic
3. Audio
Edit Sounds

1. Edit Sounds
2. Change Sound (Right)
3. Back

- Cowbell
- Snare
- Triangle